The Library has (or can get you) just what you need!

HIGHLIGHTS OF SOUTH ASIA COLLECTIONS FOR YOU

NEW ONLINE RESEARCH RESOURCES

- **Meerut Conspiracy Trial, 1929-1933.**
  "On 20 March 1929, thirty-one people, suspected of either communist or trades unionist affiliations, were arrested across India..."

- **Archives Unbound, (new South Asia content)** includes *India from Crown Rule to Republic, The Hindu Conspiracy Cases, and The Indian Army and Colonial Warfare on the Frontiers of India...* 
  see more online primary sources on South Asia [here](http://tinyurl.com/SA-Bobst)

NEW AND NOTEWORTHY BOOKS

- **Mapping South Asia through contemporary theatre: essays on the theatres of India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal and Sri Lanka, Ashis Sengupta (ed.)**

- **The bullet and the ballot box: the story of Nepal’s Maoist revolution** (2014), Aditya Adhikari

- **The East India Company and the natural world,** (2015), Vinita Damodaran, et al. (eds.)
  see [Bobcat](http://tinyurl.com/SADocumentaries-­NYU) for many more recently acquired books

DOING RESEARCH WITH DATA: NEW DATA SETS

- We’ve acquired some new SA [data sets](http://tinyurl.com/SADocumentaries-­NYU) for you!

Your South Asian Documentary Film Collection!

- *Narasundara* (2009) by Tarque & Catherine Macuud
- *Subanya Ena Prajya* (2008) by Vimukthi Jayasundara

Your South Asia Research Guides: [South Asian Studies](http://tinyurl.com/SouthAsianStudies) and [South Asian Diaspora](http://tinyurl.com/SouthAsianDiaspora) Bookmark them!